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Sector Outlook – Energy
Energy Sector View:
–

We are Marketweight on the Energy sector (upgraded from Underweight on April 27). While we continue to expect further defaults and fallen angels, we

believe the effects of these events are largely priced in. While the sector underperformed at the beginning of the year, reaching wides of 1525bp STW /
$51.73 / 16.4% YTW on 2/11, it is now up 16.5% YTD and 1.5% MTD, outperforming the overall index and is yielding 9.7% versus 7.5% for the Citi
HYM Index.
–

E&P: We continue to suggest that investors focus on asset quality and companies that can survive in a lower for longer commodity price environment

–

Midstream: While there is uncertainty regarding volumes as well as the strength of midstream contracts in the face of a sustained lower commodity price
environment, we continue to feel comfortable investing in diversified midstream companies with downstream exposure

–

Services: We believe D&C services will remain competitive and utilization will remain low (below the level that gives servicers pricing power)

Source: Citi Research
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Commodity Outlook
– WTI is currently trading at $49.48 (+34% year-to-date) and Henry Hub is trading at $2.15 (-16% year-todate)

Source: Citi Research

Source: Bloomberg,
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E&P Capex & Production
1Q16 Production Trends:
–

The average decline in production on a quarter-over-quarter
basis was 3%. WPX experienced the largest production decline
on a sequential basis, while SGY experienced the greatest
increase. Sequentially, oil production decreased by 2% on
average and 4% for the median company. Natural gas
production decreased by 5% on average as well as 5% for the
median company on a quarterly basis.

Capex Outlook:
–

We believe companies will continue to focus on their best
performing assets in 2016 in order to generate returns at lower oilprices, continuing a trend from 2015. However, the longer
commodities stay low the more companies will be forced to
develop lower quality acreage. The timing of this phenomenon will
ultimately depend on each company’s inventory of “core” acreage

–

Based on the average of 51 high yield E&Ps, capex is expected to
be down 52% on average or 57% for the median company.

Production Outlook:
–

Despite a significantly lower capex budget, production is only
expected to be down 4% for the average company and 6% for the
median company.

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Hedged & Unhedged Unlevered Margins

On a hedged basis, the average producer had an
unlevered cash margin of $13.26/Boe during 1Q16 (-41%
year-over-year), while on an unhedged basis the cash
margin was only $4.92/Boe (-70% year-over-year)

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Differentials
–

We show the wellhead price (unhedged)
received for each commodity during the
quarter for each company. Across our sample
universe of producers the average gas price
received was $1.69/MMBtu (84% of HH)
during 1Q16. The Average NGL barrel
received 32% of WTI for the quarter at
$10.78/Bbl. Average crude price received was
$27.18/Bbl (80% of WTI).

–

Appalachia producers (SWN, AR, RRC,
RICE) make up the companies that receive
the least favorable oil pricing. Some Bakken
producers received unfavorable gas pricing
(CLR, WLL). We note that NBZCN’s oil price
reflects its heavy oil, while its NGL price
includes light oil in addition to NGLs.

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Oil Hedges
‒ Remaining 2016: Based on a sample universe of 49 high yield issuers, for the remainder of 2016, we estimate about ~47% of oil
production is protected from downside moves and the average price protected is $62.30. We estimate ~59% is hedged considering all
strategies for our sample universe of 49 companies.
‒ 2017: It appears companies are slowly adding oil hedges in 2017 - we now estimate about ~19% of estimated production is protected from
downside moves versus 9% as of 3Q15. 26% is hedged considering all strategies now. The average price protected is $57.70.
‒ Companies with long-dated oil hedges: Alta Mesa, Atlas Resource Partners, and Memorial Production Partners have hedges through
2019, while Gastar, PDC Energy, Northern Blizzard and Resolute have hedges through 2018. Chesapeake has oil hedges through 2022
and Carrizo has hedges through 2020.

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Natural Gas Hedges
– Remaining 2016: Based on a sample universe of 49 high yield issuers, for the last three quarters of 2016, we estimate about 61% of
estimated production is hedged considering all strategies. 49% of 2016 production is hedged against downside moves for our sample
universe
– 2017: We now estimate about ~15% of estimated production is protected from downside moves. 22% is hedged considering all strategies
– Hedge Prices: Companies are hedged at an average price of $3.41/Mmbtu for 2Q16. The average price is $3.43/Mmbtu for the last three
quarters of 2016. Basis hedges account for 16% of total hedged volume for 2Q16 and 17% for 2016. Average basis for 2016 is
$0.25/Mmbtu.

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Master Liquidity Summary

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Spring Redetermination Results
– Spring Redetermination Nearly Complete: The Spring
redetermination process is nearing an end as 40 high yield
companies in our universe of 49 have announced borrowing
base results (three have yet to announce and six do not have
borrowing bases). The average borrowing base change has
been down 24%, with nine borrowing bases affirmed (23%)
and 29 decreasing on average 33%. RICE is the only E&P to
experience an increase to its borrowing base so far. RBL sizes
were down 22% as nine of the companies which experienced
borrowing base declines entered the redetermination with
borrowing bases above their lender commitments
– Borrowing base Deficiencies: BCEI, SGY, VNR and LTSCN
had borrowing base redeterminations that resulted in
deficiencies. Furthermore, ARP has not announced borrowing
base results, but expects a borrowing base deficiency.
– Borrowing Base Cushions: Before the latest cycle of
borrowing base redeterminations began, 12 companies in our
universe (24%) had lender commitments that were lower than
their borrowing bases, insulating liquidity from cuts in the
borrowing base. All of those companies have now undergone
the spring borrowing base redetermination, and now have an
average cushion of 17% compared to 26% at 4Q15.

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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E&P Capital Markets Activity
–

Equity Issuance: High Yield E&Ps continued to issue equity during the second quarter after issuing ~$3.9BN in equity in 1Q16. Quarter to date HY E&Ps
have issued ~$1.4BN in equity. Use of proceeds included funding acquisitions, refinancings and funding capex.

–

Debt Issuance: There has been only one broadly syndicated debt issuance amongst high yield E&P companies this quarter after seeing no issuance in 1Q16.
We think the debt market will open slowly for higher quality companies this year although investors will be selective on a credit-by-credit basis in deciding
which deals to participate in.

–

Repurchases: Companies have taken advantage of low trading levels to repurchase their debt in the open market opportunistically. Since the end of 1Q16
the following companies have repurchased debt using cash: ECR, EVEP, OAS, WPX. The amount a company can repurchase in the open market is limited
often times by their credit agreements and bond indentures. In addition companies have to be aware of the ‘creeping tender’.

–

Exchanges: During 1Q16 exchange activity slowed compared to an active 4Q15 as investors seemed less willing to exchange par bonds for a discounted
claim on more senior paper. The DNR subordinated into unsecured exchange announced in December was pulled in January and the ALTMES and ECR
exchanges (unsecured bonds into 2nd liens) were also cancelled. In April and May exchange activity picked up although the structure shifted to a debt for
equity type exchange (rather than exchanges involving unsecured debt for secured debt) as investors opened up to upside potential from holding equity.
However, many transactions still contain a cash component in addition to equity.

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Defaults
–

Year-to-Date Filings: We have seen thirteen high yield E&Ps file for chapter 11 so far this year. Combined, they represent $30BN in debt, over half of which
is secured. Six of the thirteen filed in May. CJES, in the offshore services space is exploring balance sheet alternatives, but has not announced a filing.

–

2015 Defaults: We also saw nine HY E&Ps file for bankruptcy last year: Milagro, Sabine, Samson, Quicksilver, Connacher, American Eagle Energy, RAAM
Global, Energy & Exploration Partners, Magnum Hunter. Hercules and Vantage, in the offshore driller space, also filed. Together, they represented ~$14.5bn
par value or ~8% of the January HY Energy Index

–

Outlook: Using our credit strategy team’s approach as of March, we calculated average default probability of 14% for 2016 based on characteristics of 47 high
yield E&Ps

2016 HY Energy Bankruptcies

Source: Citi Research, company filings
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Historical Recovery Rates
–

Historical recoveries in the Energy sector have been ~98% for secured bank debt and ~34% for unsecured bonds

–

With incremental secured debt (1.5 liens, 2nd liens, and 3rd liens) recoveries for unsecured notes may be lower in this cycle

–

We also note that the bankruptcies last year have tended not to be smooth, which may limit opportunistic filings by companies. Companies are taking longer
to exit bankruptcy and assets are fetching less in auctions. As a result, investors seem less inclined to participate in distressed exchanges. They are not
buying into the "game theory" of being ahead in the capital structure and would prefer to have a par unsecured claim versus a discounted 2nd lien claim (in
order to capture more value from unencumbered assets).

Historical Recovery Rates (Moody’s)

Source: Moody’s Investors Services
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Fallen Angels
–

So far $21bn of debt has fallen fall to HY this year including CLR, ECACN, MUR, SWN). However, ECACN went back to the IG index given BBB Fitch
ratings. Moody’s has been more aggressive than S&P in downgrading to HY ratings, downgrading a total of ~$80bn in 1Q16.

–

We think companies with flexibility will try to improve their balance sheets by reducing their dividend, issuing equity or cutting capital spending rather
than take the ratings cut.

–

There is ~$130BN of BBB E&P debt in Citi’s IG index and ~$160BN of BBB midstream debt.
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